
Attention Clients 

Beginning on March 1, 2024, you will be assigned a day of the week, according to your 
residential zip code, on which you can come to Provisions for your supplemental groceries. 

Please read through the following lists of zip codes to determine your assigned day of the week. 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? 

If, for example, your zip code is assigned to Wednesday, you can come on any Wednesday 
during the month. You are NOT being assigned a single specific date. 

You are still able to shop for your own groceries as usual. 

We are still following all of the other policies and guidelines. 

Please remember: 

 to bring your own shopping bags 

 we do NOT have a restroom for client use, so plan ahead 

 we do not allow children in the pantry, so plan for childcare offsite 

 only one household member can shop in the pantry 

WHY ARE WE DOING THIS? 

If you have been to Provisions in the last 12 months, you surely have seen the increase in the 
number of people coming to us for help. Our client numbers have increased significantly over 
the last year to a year and a half. We are starting this schedule in an effort to equalize the 
number of clients we serve on each day, and to equalize the quantity of food that is being 
distributed each day. This, we hope, will benefit the clients and the volunteers, making the 
experience for both more enjoyable and productive. 

We appreciate your understanding and cooperation. 

The following lists are presented in numeric order. Look for your zip code in all three lists. 

The column in which your zip code appears is your assigned day. 

TUESDAY 
Martes   

WEDNESDAY 
Miércoles   

THURSDAY 
Jueves 

76844   78006   78070 

78069   78015   78101 

78070   78070   78109 

78130   78130   78132 

78132   78132   78133 

78133   78133   78154 

78152   78151   78163 

78163   78163   78207 

78218   78201   78213 

78221   78209   78217 

78229   78211   78228 

78230   78212   78231 

78232   78216   78233 

78237   78219   78242 

78240   78220   78247 

78256   78227   78248 

78258   78238   78252 

78259   78239   78253 

78260   78249   78254 

78261   78258   78258 

78266   78259   78259 

78606   78260   78260 

   78261   78261 

 


